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Overview 
 
In the wake of allegations of Canadian extractive companies being involved in human rights 
violations, this panel discussed how Canada has fared in holding these companies accountable 
for their alleged wrongdoing. This three-part panel first discussed the challenges of bringing 
criminal proceedings against extractive corporations in Canada when crimes are committed 
abroad and offered potential solutions to this issue. Second, an overview was provided of the 
Nevsun case through which plaintiffs have brought a civil claim against a Canadian mining 
company for, among other things, alleged violations of customary international law. Third, the 
panel explored the role of the extractive industry with respect to allegations of sexual violence 
domestically and abroad, along with a discussion of actions that may be taken to ensure 
accountability. 
 
Alain-Guy Sipowo 
 
In his remarks, Alain-Guy Sipowo of McGill University identified barriers and presented 
solutions with respect to initiating criminal proceedings against extractive companies in Canada 
when they are alleged to have committed crimes abroad. 
 
In recent years, there have been numerous allegations of companies incorporated in Canada 
taking part in human rights violations abroad. Allegations of abuses have arisen, for example, 
with respect to some companies providing security consultancy services to the government of 



 

 

Sudan, while others took on contracts in settlements in the West Bank. There were also reports of 
Canadian extractive companies hiring private security contractors who are alleged to have used 
excessive force against civilians, committed gang rape or used forced labour.  
 
Alain-Guy Sipowo first looked at the challenges to establishing liability for crimes committed 
abroad. Knowledge is often critical to establishing the form of mens rea necessary to hold 
persons to account for rights violations. However, knowledge may be difficult to prove when 
crimes are committed outside of Canada. There is also the question of whether and under what 
circumstances corporations will be considered as direct or indirect perpetrators. For example, 
when an extractive company employs a private security contractor, how and to what extent may 
the actions of the private contractor give rise to criminal liability for the company? A corporation 
may also be an abettor in certain cases. For example, if a corporation fails to act when it knows 
crimes are being committed, this omission may be seen as an encouragement to the direct 
perpetrator. Lastly, a company could also be held responsible if a senior manager failed to act 
with due diligence when crimes are committed or if she or he directed employees to commit 
crimes. 
 
Second, Alain-Guy Sipowo discussed how Canadian courts could have jurisdiction to hear cases 
arising from crimes committed abroad. At present, only civil claims have been brought against 
extractive companies operating abroad. The most common argument against these claims is that 
Canadian courts are not the appropriate forum to hear the case. However, claims may be brought 
pertaining to operations abroad if there is a real and substantial connection with Canada. Such a 
connection may be proven, for example, if the participants in the crime are Canadians or if a 
Canadian corporation profits from the alleged crimes. 
 
There is an increasing discourse that corporations have a due diligence obligation to respect 
human rights and should be held accountable if they fail to meet this obligation. An alternative to 
national courts that Alain-Guy Sipowo noted would be to allow the International Criminal Court 
to judge corporations for their alleged crimes. 
 
Amanda Ghahremani 
 
Amanda Ghahremani from the Canadian Centre for International Justice discussed the Araya v 
Nevsun Resources Ltd. case. In this case, three plaintiffs brought a civil claim against Nevsun 
Resources Ltd., a Canadian extractive company headquartered in Vancouver, British Columbia, 
alleging that it was involved in the violation of their human rights in Eritrea. The plaintiffs 
worked in the Bisha mine in Eritrea where they alleged that they were subject to forced labour, 
grueling work with meager rations and physical abuse. Amanda Ghahremani discussed the legal 
arguments advanced by the parties and the challenges of bringing a claim against extractives for 
alleged human rights abuses abroad. This case is currently ongoing and has not gone to trial yet. 
 
In this case, the plaintiffs have, among other things, alleged violations of norms of customary 
international law which prohibit forced labour, crimes against humanity and torture. The 
plaintiffs are arguing that Nevsun should be held liable for these violations as it had control over 
the operations of the mine at which they worked. Through its acts and omissions, they allege that 
Nevsun condoned their abuse by the Eritrean military and Eritrean State contractors. 



 

 

 
Nevsun filed preliminary applications to prevent the matter from moving forward on several 
bases.1  First, Nevsun sought to have the Supreme Court of British Columbia decline to hear the 
case on the basis of forum non conveniens. Such applications have been brought by extractive 
industries in the past to dismiss civil claims against them (e.g., the Anvil mining case and the 
Bil’in case). In short, the application is used to argue that Canadian courts should decline to hear 
a case because the jurisdiction in which the harm occurred is the appropriate forum to hear it. 
Hence, Nevsun argued the case should be brought before Eritrean courts since Eritrean law 
applied and the evidence and witnesses were in Eritrea. 
 
The Court dismissed Nevsun’s forum non conveniens application because Nevsun failed to show 
that it would be more fair and efficient for the case to be heard in Eritrea. It further held that 
there was sufficient cogent evidence to show that the plaintiffs, who are refugees from Eritrea, 
might risk harm if they went back to the country. 
 
Nevsun also brought an application arguing that the claim was barred by the act of State 
doctrine. According to this doctrine, domestic courts do not have jurisdiction to adjudicate 
claims arising from certain actions of foreign States. The Supreme Court of British Columbia 
also dismissed this application, holding that whether the act of State doctrine barred the claims of 
the plaintiffs would be a matter to be addressed at trial after the evidence has been presented. 
 
Amanda Ghahremani also summarized Nevsun’s additional application to have the matter 
dismissed.  In this application, Nevsun argued that the plaintiffs had no reasonable likelihood of 
success because, among other things, violations of customary international law are not a basis for 
domestic civil claims due to the fact that Canadian law does not provide for a private remedy to 
complement norms of customary international law. Again, the Court concluded that this question 
could not be settled at a preliminary stage and is a matter to be decided at trial. It further held 
that Nevsun did not demonstrate that civil claims for violations of customary international law 
had no likelihood of success. 
 
In conclusion, Amanda Ghahremani explained that since the beginning of the case, many 
additional claimants came forward alleging violations attributable to Nevsun. The case is now 
expected to go to trial. At the time of writing this report, the British Columbia Court of Appeal 
has rejected Nevsun’s application for the case to be dismissed.2 
 
Penelope Simons 
 
Penelope Simons’ remarks focused on sexual violence against women linked to the operations of 
extractive industries abroad. She also explored what actions Canada should take to ensure that 
corporations have a clear due diligence obligation with respect to human rights and may be held 
accountable for violations of human rights and/or failing to meet their due diligence obligations. 
 

                                                 
1 Araya v Nevsun Resources Ltd., 2016 BCSC 1856. 
2 Araya v Nevsun Resources Ltd., 2017 BCCA 402; see also Canadian Centre for International Justice, “Appeal 
Court Confirms Slave Labour Lawsuit Against Canadian Mining Company Can Go to Trial” (21 November 2017), 
online: <https://www.ccij.ca/news/press-release-nevsun-case/>. 
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Sexual violence is a recurrent problem wherever extractive companies operate, whether it be in 
Canada or abroad. In Canada, secluded communities where workers of extractive companies live 
have seen a steady increase in domestic violence, aggravated assaults and murders. Abroad, 
mining, oil and gas companies are more likely to operate in situations of armed conflicts or 
situations of unrest than other corporations. In these contexts of turmoil, security forces hired by 
companies to protect their assets may engage in violations of human rights against protesters, 
among others. Indeed, a 2015 Global Witness Report noted a significant increase in violence 
against land activists in recent years.3 
 
Penelope Simons explored specific reports of allegations, such as security forces hired by 
Talisman Energy displacing the population in the vicinity or on the property of the company and 
spreading fear through abductions, looting, rapes and murders. In Guatemala, there have been 
allegations of security forces gang raping. Similar allegations have been made with respect to 
security forces hired by Barrick Gold in Papua New Guinea. In that instance, the company 
created a compensation scheme for victims. However, victims reportedly received widely 
different amounts based on whether they had legal representation. They were also made to sign 
waivers to forego any legal action against the company in the future. 
 
Women are the primary targets of rape. United Nations Special Rapporteur on the situation of 
human rights defenders has reported that sexual violence is specifically used as a tactic to silence 
female human rights defenders, especially in Latin America. The impact of this form of violence 
is particularly egregious. According to studies, sexual violence has a greater effect on victims’ 
mental health than other forms of violence. For example, sexual violence leads to a greater 
incidence of post-traumatic stress disorder than physical violence. Sexual violence may also have 
social implications for women with victims being shamed, cast out of their homes and 
communities, and faced with divorce or subject to physical abuse from their husbands as a result. 
 
Penelope Simons explored what systems could be put in place to ensure that corporations respect 
human rights. Currently, States are expected to regulate corporations on their territory. However, 
there are a number of reasons that can prevent this from happening: a State’s institutions may be 
weak or broken down; the government may be complicit in the abuse; or the government may 
promote deregulation to attract investment. At present, under public international law, human 
rights obligations of corporations are only addressed in a non-binding manner (i.e., through soft 
law), within such instruments as the Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights4 or the 
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. 
 
According to Hilary Charlesworth and Christine Chinkin, the structure of public international 
law marginalizes women. States use soft law for what they regard as soft issues. This creates the 
perception that women’s rights are soft issues. Recourse to soft law also minimizes the legal 
commitment taken by States. The Guiding Principles, for example, elaborate non-binding norms 
for corporations to respect human rights and for States to regulate corporations. With regard to 
women’s rights, the Guiding Principles only instruct States to give recommendations to 
corporations on how to deal with gender issues. On the subject of gender-based violence, 

                                                 
3 Global Witness, “How Many More?” (20 April 2015) online: 
<https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/environmental-activists/how-many-more/> at 4. 
4 Also known as the Ruggie Principles. 

https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/environmental-activists/how-many-more/


 

 

General Principle 7(b) asks States to “provid[e] adequate assistance to business enterprises to 
assess and address the heightened risks of abuses, paying special attention to both gender-based 
and sexual violence”5 while corporations are asked to pay attention to the heightened risk of 
vulnerability of certain groups, including women. 
 
Moreover, Penelope Simons explained that the Guiding Principles separate a corporation’s 
human rights obligations into two categories. First, the Guiding Principles explain that the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the International 
Labour Organization Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work should be 
taken into account in all circumstances.6 Second, the Guiding Principles present standards that 
corporations may consider in particular circumstances, such as women’s rights and rights of 
minorities.7 This division of obligations signals to corporations that there is a priority among 
human rights and, if they so choose, they only need to pay attention to women’s rights in limited 
circumstances. Penelope Simons suggested that, to be more efficient in ensuring the respect of 
human rights, including women’s rights, the Guiding Principles should have created “no go 
zones” where corporations could not operate lest they get involved in human rights abuse. 
 
As for Canada, it has, until now, relied too heavily on civil claims and self-regulation by 
corporations. While the new feminist international assistance policy is a step in the right 
direction, policy coherence is needed. The policy should take into consideration Canadian 
businesses and their involvement in violence against women. There is also a pressing need for 
legislation to regulate the extractive industry. This legal framework should require corporations 
to screen adequately the security forces they employ and undertake a risk assessment study prior 
to starting operations. A legal framework could also provide for effective criminal and civil 
remedies in cases of human rights violations. As a priority, an ombudsperson should be 
appointed with investigatory powers that would allow her or him to collect evidence and receive 
testimonies. 

                                                 
5 United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, Guiding Principles on Business on Human 
Rights, General Principle 7(b), online: 
<http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf>. 
6 Ibid., General Principle 12. 
7 Ibid., General Principle 12 commentary. 

http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf

